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Flourish started its journey in 2020 when founder, Paul Hargreaves and Paul 
Castle, teamed up with the owner of Glenavon Farm to transform the farms’ 
redundant dairy buildings, into what soon became Flourish - a unique and exciting 
place for the local people and passers-by to stop, shop, eat and enjoy. 

From the moment they opened, the team behind the Bristol based business 
wanted to make sure they were operating efficiently, and that their employees had 
everything they needed to make their working lives easier. So before they opened 
their doors to customers, the team set about finding software solutions that would 
enable them to do just that. 

1 62
site employees

Flourish
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Simple, yet smart, 
staff scheduling
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Flourish & Rotaready

First on the agenda for Flourish was a workforce management solution that would 
help the management team efficiently schedule and share staff rotas, and accurately 
monitor and control labour costs. They also wanted a tool that would enable 
employees to easily clock in and out and request holiday. Other key requirements 
included high usability of the chosen solution and excellent customer support.

Unlike other systems we looked at, Rotaready allows you to do 
everything in just a couple of clicks, and that’s exactly what we 
needed. A solution that was easy for our team to use.

Our Customer Success Manager is fantastic - that was a real 
clincher for us when deciding to go with Rotaready!

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

After reviewing a number of solutions, Flourish decided that 
Rotaready was the perfect fit for the business.

https://rotaready.com/
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We’re a business that’s all about work/life balance and our 
people are the most important thing. The fact Rotaready has 
enabled us to give our team plenty of notice of when they’re 
working next and accurately track the number of hours they’re 
doing, is of huge benefit to us. 

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

Flourish have been making excellent use of Rotaready since implementing it in May 
2021 and are using the majority of its features. Some particular favourites are how 
the Rota Editor enables them to share staff rotas well in advance. The visibility and 
insight they gain from Rotaready’s Cost Control and how this helps them schedule 
perfectly to meet demand week on week. And how messaging has helped improve 
employee communication. They also love the assurance they now have that their 
team is always paid accurately for the hours they’ve worked, thanks to Rotaready’s 
time and attendance functionality.

https://rotaready.com/
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A tech savvy
payroll partner
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Flourish & PayCaptain

Alongside implementing Rotaready, Flourish were also looking to implement a 
payroll solution. The chosen solution had to be one that would enable them to 
process payroll easily and accurately and give employees visibility over their pay. 

Support was also an important factor for the team at Flourish…

I was apprehensive about taking on a new system in an 
area that hadn’t been my focus previously, but the team at 
PayCaptain held my hand through the implementation process 
and continue to support us extremely well to this day. As is the 
case with Rotaready - the team and the support they give us 
really makes all the difference! 

We’re in a world where technology is our best friend. PayCaptain’s 
mobile app makes payroll ‘modern’; eliminating paper payslips 
and giving employees visibility and control over their wages from 
the palm of their hand.

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

Since implementing PayCaptain the team at Flourish have seen numerous benefits. 
Managers are loving the ease and accuracy of processing payroll and employees 
are enjoying the control they now have over their pay. Thanks to PayCaptain’s 
feature rich mobile app employees have the option to easily split payments, access 
wages in advance and pre-plan savings. 
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A seamless
integration
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Flourish, Rotaready & PayCaptain

Flourish has had the integration between Rotaready and PayCaptain switched on 
since day one. The teams at Rotaready and PayCaptain worked very closely together 
throughout the implementation process to ensure a stress-free roll out for the team…

Having the integration enabled means time and attendance data can be pulled 
directly from Rotaready into PayCaptain. This makes the whole payroll process highly 
automated, removes the risk of human error and ultimately ensures employees are 
always paid accurately and on time.

The integration between Rotaready and PayCaptain was so easy 
to set-up. We didn’t have to do anything, it was all done in the 
background for us.

It just makes sense for the company that processes your payroll 
to be able to talk to your rota system. I wouldn’t want to work in 
any other way.

The integration between Rotaready and PayCaptain cuts down 
our workload massively! The integration itself comes with heaps 
of benefits but the partnership between the two companies is 
particularly special. A three way conversation is never difficult, 
everyone knows the different components of what you’re talking 
about and the support from both sides is genuinely 10/10. 

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

Nina Colman, Operations Manager

https://rotaready.com/
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